Does Cervical Muscular Contraction Affect the Measurement for Electroglottographic Perturbation Parameters?
The purpose was to assess whether cervical muscular contraction during phonation influences the period and amplitude perturbation quotients (PPQ and APQ, respectively) of electroglottographic (EGG) signals, and whether high-pass filtering can attenuate these effects. Prospective. We included 19 nondysphonic speakers and 21 patients with muscle tension dysphonia. During the recording of acoustic and EGG signals, each participant was instructed to naturally phonate sustained vowels /i:/ and /a:/ (NP tasks), and additionally, each nondysphonic participant was asked to phonate the same vowels in a nondysphonic voice quality while contracting the cervical muscles (muscular contracted phonation [MCP] tasks). To confirm the contraction, surface and needle electromyography (EMG) was performed. The EGG signals were high-pass filtered at different cutoff frequencies from 0 to 90 Hz and were subsequently analyzed for the PPQ and APQ. Compared with the NP tasks, the MCP tasks enhanced the cervical EMG activities ranging from 0 to more than 1000 Hz, but conferred only low-frequency noise to the EGG signals under 50 Hz and increased the values for EGG-APQ, but not EGG-PPQ. These EGG-APQ values exhibited gradual decreases after high-pass filtering with an increase in the cutoff frequency ranging from 0 to 50 Hz in both groups, followed by plateaus during the MCP tasks in the nondysphonic group. The present results demonstrate that cervical muscular contraction seriously affects the EGG-APQ values for unfiltered EGG signals independent of the EMG activities and that appropriate high-pass filtering over 50 Hz can attenuate these effects.